The Air Syringe Impression Technique with SplashMax®:
This technique is specifically designed to accurately capture tissue margins (360 degrees).

**STEP 1**
Check tray on patient for proper fit. Make sure there is a 2mm space between the wall of the tray and the tooth and ensure the tray captures the most posterior tooth in the arch completely.

**STEP 2**
Insert cheek retractors. Using intra-oral tip, apply SplashMax Lite Body impression material into the interproximals, embrasures and occlusal surfaces of the teeth, then cover the lingual and buccal surfaces making sure the distal wall of the most distal tooth on both sides of the arch are covered. We recommend using the regular set time (4:30 min.) material for this procedure.

**STEP 3**
Using your air syringe, blow the Lite Body impression material into the sulcus and interproximal areas ensuring the finest details are captured. Then re-apply a second coat of Lite Body over the arch while your assistant simultaneously fills the impression tray with SplashMax Heavy Body material. Ensure impression tip stays in material when dispensing.

**STEP 4**
Insert tray into mouth within the intraoral working time of the Lite Body. Be sure to insert the tray straight back and then up into the patient’s mouth. Stabilize the tray in the patient’s mouth and hold still until the material has fully set.

The “Air Syringe Impression Technique” combined with DenMat’s SplashMax Lite & Heavy Body PVS impression materials, delivers crisp impressions, ensuring quality margins, fit and function for all your DenMat Snap-On Smile cases.

**STEP 5**
Verify all lingual margins are captured, which is critical for Snap-On Smile cases where the tissue margins, both facial and lingual, serve as the finish line margin for the appliance. The entire distal wall of the most distal tooth is also captured and clean, clear cervical margins are seen on every tooth in the arch.

Arrows indicate clear tissue margins:
- buccal margins
- lingual margins
- the distal wall of the most distal tooth
- clear margins extend into the interproximals

Call to order SplashMax today!
1-800-4DENMAT
(1-800-433-6628)
www.denmat.com
Change a life with Snap-On Smile!

Clinical Indications for Snap-On Smile

- Esthetically replace many partials and flippers (idealizes the entire arch vs. just replacing missing teeth—all the teeth match in color—all the teeth harmonize with no clasps showing)
- Implant provisional (Snap-It™)
- Cosmetic smile enhancement (better aligns teeth, brightens and lightens, and can close unsightly spaces)
- Interim Smile – serves as a “trial smile” as patients transition or wait for more permanent treatment
- A diagnostic tool (open vertical bite)
- Medically-compromised patients
- Provide an option for patients who can’t afford extensive treatment plans

Emotional Indications for Snap-On Smile

Many Snap-On Smile patients desperately want and need to look better. Snap-On Smile meets the emotional needs of many patients who want a pretty smile. Below are just a few examples of these needs expressed to the DenMat Lab:

“I just want to look pretty for my wedding.”
“I’m tired of people cringing when I smile, so I don’t.”
“I’m embarrassed; I have a family reunion coming up.”
“I have a family portrait where I want to look better.”
“I hate the way my smile looks.”
“I thought I would never experience what a pretty smile looks like on me.”
“I need to find a job and I know my smile hurts my chances of landing one”
“I thought I was destined to have an ugly smile the rest of my life.”
“My grandson used to make monster noises when I would smile”.

Far too many patients leave dental offices every day without hope, because the treatment plans presented are far too costly or extensive. Together, we can help these patients gain confidence and change their outlook on life with Snap-On Smile.

“…All my life, I have dealt with Amelia genesis imperfecta, but I’ve dealt with it and I bounced from dentist to dentist. None of them know what it is; none of them could deal with it. I was desperately looking to get my smile fixed.

I didn’t know what to expect, it was beautiful, it was absolutely wonderful. I had never felt that way in all my life. When I walk down the street now and I smile at people, they see me. Before maybe I was invisible, I don’t know. But now everybody sees me. Wonderful. It’s a wonderful feeling. It makes a huge difference.

I would be stuck in a rut if it wasn’t for Snap-On Smile. The change was dramatic, it was incredible. When I put the Snap-On Smile on, I was a new person. Seriously. It just brought out my inner self. I could smile and be happy and now it has made a huge difference in my life. I wouldn’t have the opportunities that I have without feeling the way I do about myself now. Going out and meeting people, new people, new places, new things. Now I have confidence and I feel beautiful. It’s transformed my life. I got a good job, I can talk to people with confidence now, they’re wonderful.

It’s hard for me to talk about the way I look though because it feels conceited, and I’m not a conceited person. I know that Snap-On smile is a dynamite smile but its hard for me to say ‘gee I look dynamite because I have my Snap-On’s in.” - A. VanSickle

Call to change your patients’ lives today!

1-800-4DENMAT
(1-800-433-6628)
www.denmat.com
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